An operon is a functional unit of DNA whose genes are co-transcribed on polycistronic mRNA, in a co-regulated fashion. Operons are a powerful mechanism of introducing functional complexity in bacteria, and are therefore of interest in microbial genetics, physiology, biochemistry, and evolution. Here we present a Pipeline for Operon Exploration in Metagenomes or POEM. At the heart of POEM lies the concept of a core operon, a functional unit enabled by a predicted operon in a metagenome. Using a series of benchmarks, we show the high accuracy of POEM, and demonstrate its use on a human gut metagenome sample. We conclude that POEM is a useful tool for analyzing metagenomes beyond the genomic level, and for identifying multi-gene functionalities and possible neofunctionalization in metagenomes. Availability: https://github.com/Rinoahu/POEM_py3k
. Predicting operons in whole genome and assemblies of simulated metagenomes. ≥ 0.6 recovery: ≥ 60% genes in a predicted operon belong to a known operon; Perfect recovery: both precision and recall equal one. on full operon prediction, we report on the precision / recall analysis as illustrated 81 in Figure 1 . The total number of true operons in the simulated metagenome 82 was determined to be 2,589. The results are shown in Table 3 . POEM's CNN 83 performs much better than the linear baseline method when tasked with a perfect results of this analysis is shown in Table 4 . 102 
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To show the utility of our method in discovering core functions facilitated by predicted operons, we ran POEM on the metagenome sample SRR2155174, 104 containing the human gut microbiome data. Figure 2A shows a core function 105 predicted from the SRR2155174 data set. The annotations of the core functions 106 indicates that it is related to lipid transport and metabolism. We found several operons of Operon DataBase [29] . To find the functions of these predicted 111 operonic genes, we examined the functional annotations for these operonic genes 112 from GenBank [2] . The functional annotations ( Supplementary Table S2 ) show 113 that these operonic genes are likely to be involved in fatty acid biosynthesis. We Table 4 . and recall values shown in Table 4 indicate the the use of core operons can indeed An overview of the POEM pipeline is shown in Fig. 3 . The heart of the pipeline 168 lie the Operon identification and operon core structure that POEM performs.
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The other steps are performed with third-party tools, and are modular. Below adding all zero columns to the middle of the matrix. Trial-and-error has shown that k = 3 produced the best accuracy (Supplementary Figure S1 ).
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To show the CNN's utility, we compared its performance to a simple baseline that can then be used by Cytoscape [37] to visualize the core operons. 
